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ock-property and seismic-attribute analysis of a chert reservoir
n the Devonian Thirty-one Formation, west Texas, U.S.A.
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ABSTRACT

In west Texas, fractured-chert reservoirs of Devonian age
have produced more than 700 million barrels of oil.About the
same amount of mobile petroleum remains in place. These
reservoirs are characterized by microporosity; they are heter-
ogeneous and compartmented, which results in recovery of
less than 30% of the oil in place. In this case study the objec-
tive was to use cores, petrophysical logs, rock physics, and
seismic attributes to characterize porosity and field-scale
fractures. The relations among porosity, velocity, and imped-
ance were explored and also reactions among production, im-
pedance, and lineaments observed in 3D attribute volumes.
Laboratory core data show that Gassmann’s fluid-substitu-
tion equation works well for microporous tripolitic chert.
Also, laboratry measurements show excellent linear correla-
tion between P-wave impedance and porosity. Volumetric
calculations of reflector curvature and seismic inversion of
acoustic impedance were combined to infer distribution of
lithofacies and fractures and to predict porosity. Statistical re-
lations were established between P-wave velocity and poros-
ity measured from cores, between P-wave impedance and
producing zones, and between initial production rates and
seismic “fracture lineaments.” The strong quantitative corre-
lation between thick-bedded chert lithofacies and seismic
impedance was used to map the reservoir. A qualitative in-
verse relation between the first 12 months of production and
curvature lineaments was documented.

INTRODUCTION

Chert is an unconventional reservoir rock that has been developed
uccessfully in west Texas, Oklahoma, California, and Canada
Rogers and Longman, 2001�. After 50 years of production, Devo-
ian cherts are still an important petroleum reservoir across the
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outhern Central Basin Platform, in Crane County, Texas �Figure 1�.
n this case study, cores, petrophysical logs, rock physics, and seis-
ic attributes were used for seismic characterzation of two factors

hat may exert large influence on production of petrolium: The inter-
ell distribution of porosity and field-scale fractures. In the cherts,

he principal zones of porosity are related to distribution of deep-wa-
er gravity deposits of carbonate rock. At many localities, these fa-
ies are difficult to predict between wells �Ruppel and Barnaby,
001�. Within the survey area, faults are well mapped, particularly
long the western margin University Waddell field �Figure 1�. More
mportant to production is the distribution of open fractures and
mall faults that are of subseismic, interwell scale. There discontinu-
ties are rarely evident in cores, but they may be imaged by seismic
ttributes. In this study, the improvement of resolution of interwell
eterogeneity of these chert reservoirs was based on calibration of
he relations among porosity, velocity, and impedance and among
roduction, impedance, and lineaments, as observed in 3D attribute
olumes. To verify the results, blind tests were used with several
ells, for evaluation of the impedance-inversion results, and for

omparison of orientations of lineaments with evidence of interwell
ater breakthrough — which indicate distribution of open fractures.
Understanding the distribution of porosity within a reservoir is

ritical to exploration for petroleum and for management of reser-
oirs. Before 3D seismic data were available, cores and well logs
ere used for correlation and interpolation of porous rock between
ells and to extrapolate the distribution of the reservoir beyond the

rea explainable by information from abundant wells. This method
orks well if structureal geology and stratigraphy are simple and if
ells are “evenly” distributed over the area of interest. However, in
any cases, the number of wells is insufficient for sampling of com-

licated, compartmented reservoirs. For this study, logs from about
50 wells in the University Waddell field were available �Figure 2�;
he most common log types were gamma ray, neutron, and sonic
Figure 3�.

Production data from 66 wells in the University Waddell field
ere available, and more than 300 m of core. A 14- by 15-km, 3D

eismic data volume �Figure 1�, permitted the mapping of structural
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eology and stratigraphy �Figures 2 and 4�, and the documentation
f various seismic attributes.

Seismic attributes can provide statistical estimates of reservoir
roperties, but Kalkomey �1997� warned interpreters to be wary of
alse-positive correlations. On the basis of Kalkomey’s advice, we
enerated a suite of seismic-attribute cubes. This suite has a well-es-
ablished sensitivity to reservoir properties of interest: Acoustic im-
edance to porosity, coherence to faults �Marfurt et al., 1998�, reflec-
or curvature to fractures �Roberts, 2001�, and coherent energy gra-
ients to lateral variations in tuning thickness �Marfurt, 2006�. Giv-
n these data, we attempted to define a detailed distribution of the
orous chert reservoir facies and of its fluid content. We also at-
empted to characterize fractures in the chert. The integration of re-
ults from these efforts provides us with invaluable information for
eismic, log, and core calibration and for reservoir characterization
f chert reservoirs in the Permian Basin.

METHODS

Core measurements provided the most detailed, robust estimates
f reservoir properties. Logs from more than 300 wells within the
urvey were the sources of vertically continuous measures of gamma
ay intensity, resistivity, and P-wave velocity at vertical resolutions
s small as 1 m. Seismic data provide vertical resolution of only

igure 1. Time-structure map of Devonian Thirtyone Formation,
rane Country, Texas. Two anticlines are shown, each bounded by
igh-angle reverse faults �red�. University Waddell field is shown by
ed rectangle.

igure 2. Structural geologic map of Thirtyone Formation, Universi-
y Waddell field, Crane County, Texas.
5 m or so, but the 3D reservoir was sampled continuously with
5- by 35-m �110- by 110-ft� bins, which permitted the integration
f more detailed measurments from logs and cores, within their ap-
ropriate depositional and structural-deformation frameworks.
allweit and Wood �1982� showed that seismic data can resolve
ost features that are thicker than one-quarter of the dominant
avelength. They also recognized that in seismic data lateral differ-

nces in thickness can be detected that are less than one-quarter of
he dominant wavelength. Attributes of 3D seismic data allow the
xtraction of such subtle, subseismic features on time slices and
aps, and thereby permit the interpreter �a� to delineate structural

nd stratigraphic features of interest, and �b� to link them through
epositional and deformational models to well control that is sparse.
wenty-eight samples, from cores of three wells spanned the suite of

ithofacies in the Thirtyone Formation, as defined by Ruppel and Ho-
orka �1995� and by Ruppel and Barnaby �2001�. The core descrip-
ions were confirmed, then plugs 2.54 cm �1 inch� in diameter were
xtracted. The plugs sampled the chert in vertical sections. Plugs
ere dried. Ends of the plugs were cut for accurate measurement of

ength and for efficient coupling during measurement of velocity.
ulk density and porosity of 28 samples were measured.
We then selected 11 of the dry samples representing tight and po-

ous facies and measured P- and S- wave velocities. We used the
ulse transient method �Hughes and Jones, 1950; Sears and Bonner,
981�, under room temperature and differential pressures that varied
rom varied from 6.8 Mpa �1000 psi� to 34 Mpa �5000 psi�. Each
ample was encased in a plastic jacket and sealed with clips; the ends
ere open. At the ends were a transducer and a receiver; they were

oupled with honey paste, for better transmission of signals. The
ample- and- transducer system was put in a pressure chamber. Be-
ause no fluid was in the samples, confining pressure was equivalent
o differential pressure on the sample. An electrical pulse was intro-
uced. From this pulse the first-arrival time of either P- or S-wave
ignals was recorded. The traveltime and the sample length together
ermitted calculation of velocities. Uncertainties in measurement of
elocities were due mainly to determination of first arrivals, espe-
ially of shear waves.

We followed Batzle and Wang �1992� to calculate fluid properties
t various temperatures and pressures. We next used Gassmann’s
1951� fluid-substitution method to calculate rock properties at sim-
lated reservoir conditions. Finally, we calculated the properties

igure 3. Logs of type well University Waddell field, Crane County,
exas. Location of well shown as “W” in Figure 2. Note that the

hick-bedded chert is porous and has a distinctive log signature.
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Devonian chert in west Texas B153
easured by the seismic experiment: density, P- and S-wave veloci-
ies, and impedance.

Well logs provided control for the interpretation of the seismic
ata. Synthetic seismograms were generated for nine wells; statisti-
al wavelets were extracted from traces around each borehole �Fig-
re 3�. Synthetic traces �repeated five times� at well “W” �Figure 3�
epresent a typical seismic-well tie. We picked the Devonian Thirty-
ne and Frame horizons, which define the top and bottom of Thirty-
ne Formation, as well as BEG-C marker, which is the top of the
ain porous chert reservoir �Ruppel and Barnaby, 2001�. Although

he Thirtyone and Frame horizons were easy to pick, the BEG-C ho-
izon proved to be more difficult to pick because of the variable
hickness of the underlying layer �Figure 4�.

Acoustic impedance — the product of P-wave velocity and densi-
y — is the seismic rock property most successfully linked to porosi-
y �Russell, 1988�. Latimer et al. �2000� used a wedge model to indi-
ate that by reducing the impact of side lobes, impedance inversion
ignificantly increases resolution and decreases errors in the estima-
ion of thickness. We therefore built an impedance model with sonic
ogs from nine wells and ran a model-based seismic inversion using
ommercial software. A 40-Hz Ricker wavelet was a good fit to
avelets extracted from the nine wells, and was used in the inver-

ion. The initial model provides broader frequency content than
and-limited seismic data and it compensates the data with low-fre-
uency information �Russell and Lindseth, 1982; Russell, 1988�.
he inversion described in this paper uses the frequency content be-

ow 8 Hz — from the traveltime picks and log-based initial model —
o compensate the band-limited seismic. Based on the linear rela-
ionship we found in our core analysis, we then interpreted the in-
erted impedance data for lithology and porosity.

Fractures are of great importance in microporous chert reservoirs
ecause of their enhancement of permeability. Whereas fractures
enerally increase porosity by only 1% to 2%, they significantly re-
uce the strength of the rock and thereby reduce the seismic velocity
Thomson, 1986�. Measurement of the effect of fractures on veloci-
ies was attempted, but results were not convincing. We noted sig-
als from fractured core samples could be distorted, making it diffi-
ult to pick the first-arrival times, even though none of the observed
ractures was throughgoing. Fermat’s Principle dictates that a wave
ravels along a path that results in the shortest transit time; this prin-
iple requires the condition that energy bends around fractured

igure 4. Seismic cross section AA�, through well “T” showing re-
ersal of dip across axis of anticline. The Thirtyone Formation is
ounded above by the yellow dotted marker and below by the green
Frame” marker. The BEG-C marker represents the top of the po-
ous-chert interval.
ones in rock, which are the slower medium. For a core sample, the
rst-arrival times through the fractured and unfractured parts of the
ock were indistinguishable. Nevertheless, the degree to which the
racture is sampled can be measured. Fractures are known to affect
ave propagation at the seismic scale, and they can be measured in

erms of traveltime thickness, incoherent scattering, and anisotropy
Thomson, 1986�.

Although calibration of the effect of fractures on velocity mea-
ured on cores is not achievable, statistical relationships between
eismic attributes and observations of fracture intensity in cores can
e described. Three sets of geometric attributes were employed: �1�
ell-established coherence measures, �2� recently developed at-

ributes of spectrally limited estimates of volumetric curvature, and
3� coherent-energy gradients �Figure 5�. Estimation of coherence il-
uminates lateral changes in waveform and is an excellent indicator
f faults and channels. Coherent-energy gradients permit measure-

igure 5. Horizon slices along the Devonian Thirtyone Formation
hrough the following attribute volumes: �a� seismic amplitude, �b�
oherence, �c� east-west component of the coherent, energy gradi-
nt, �d� north-south component of the coherent energy gradient, �e�
ost negative curvature; and �f� most positive curvature. Magenta

rrows indicate major reverse faults; while yellow arrows indicate
ajor strike-slip faults. Because these discontinuities are incoher-

nt, they do not appear strongly in the coherent energy gradient vol-
me. In contrast, the coherent energy gradient volume enhances lat-
ral changes in thin-bed tuning, illuminating a subtle channel �green
rrow� that is present, but difficult to see in the original amplitude.
reen valleys and red ridges align with the major faults in the two

urvature volumes shown in �e� and �f�. However, a system of curva-
ure lineaments also appears to the east of the producing area �indi-
ated by the blue arrows� where the wells produce water. We suspect
hese lineaments represent subtle faults or fractures that reach deeper
nto water-filled formations.
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B154 Fu et al.
ent of effects related to subtle lateral differences among thickness,
ithology, fluid, and porosity. Dip, azimuth, curvature, and rotation
f reflectors are measurements of reflector shape. The statistical re-
ationship between curvature of strata and fractures is established
e.g., Lisle, 1994; Hart et al., 2002�. These families of attributes are
athematically independent, but are coupled through underlying

eologic relationships �Marfurt, 2006�. Roberts �2001� introduced
he concept of “most-negative curvature” �Figure 6� into structural
eology. In the course of the research described here, volumetric es-
imates of most-negative curvature illuminated flexural lineaments
elieved to be associated with the geometry of fractures.

The attribute technology that was employed produces full 3D vol-
mes that are calculated from seismic traces directly, with no re-
uirement for preinterpreted horizons. This technology precludes
nintentional bias and errors in selection of markers, which tend to
e introduced during the process of interpretation �Blumentritt et al.,
006�.

RESULTS

aboratory measurements and fluid substitution

Four discrete lithofacies of the Thirtyone Formation were de-
cribed by Ruppel and Barnaby �2001�: limestone, thick-bedded
hert, laminated chert, and brecciated chert. Rock properties of these
ithofacies with various fluid contents were calculated by Gas-

igure 6. Classification of curvature in three dimensions. Note that
alues of the most-positive-curvature attribute can be negative and
hat values of most-negative curvature can be positive. Together,
hey define the shape of the reflector. �After Bergbauer et al., 2003.�

igure 7. Porosity compared with lithofacies. The set of samples of
hick-bedded chert indicates that porosity of this lithofacies exceeds
0%.
mann’s �1951� fluid-substitution method. Results indicate that li-
hology is the most important control of porosities and velocities
Figures 7 and 8�. Among all lithofacies of the Thirtyone Formation,
imestone has high grain density �2.71 g/cc� and the highest veloci-
ies. Among the chert lithofacies, laminated chert and mixed chert-
arbonate lithofacies have low porosity and high velocity. Thick-
edded chert and massive chert are the more porous; at some locali-
ies porosity is more than 20%. In laminated cherts and carbonates,
orosity generally is less than 5%; in limestone, porosity averages
bout 2%.

Porosity and velocity are strongly related. P- and S-wave veloci-
ies in porous chert are much slower than in limestone or thinly lami-
ated cherts, which are less porous �Figures 9 and 10�. The results of
uid substitution �Figures 9 and 10� indicate that fluid is less impor-

ant in its effect on velocity than lithology or porosity. The measure-
ents also indicate that velocity in water-saturated chert is similar to

elocity published for water-saturated, consolidated sandstone �Han
t al., 1986�. However, at a given porosity, the velocity of chert is
onsistently greater than that of sandstone. The difference between
elocities of chert and sandstone becomes larger with diminishing

igure 8. Relation between lithofacies and P-wave velocity. Lami-
ated chert is composed of interbedded laminae of chert and lime-
tone.

igure 9. Linear relationship between porosity and P-wave velocity.
pd, Vpw, and Vpo are velocities of dry chert, water-saturated chert,

nd oil-saturated chert, respectively. Vp�ss�w� is the empirical
-wave curve of water-saturated sandstone, �Han et al., 1986�. Rela-

ionships: Vpd = −7.6015� + 5.8388, R2 = 0.9578; Vpw =
8.058� + 5.9408, R2 = 0.9651; Vpo = −8.1564� + 5.8723, R2

0.967; Vp � ss�w� = −7� + 5.6.
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Devonian chert in west Texas B155
orosity, because the rock frame of chert is stiffer than that of sand-
tone. The Vp/Vs ratio is more sensitive to variation in fluid. The Vp/
s ratio is greater in water-saturated rock than in oil-saturated or dry

ock. The Vp/Vs ratio of dry rock is the smallest �Figure 11�.
Impedance values based on the core measurements and fluid sub-

titution were calculated. P- and S-wave impedance both indicate a
irect relation to porosity �Figures 12 and 13�. Although we did not
ave access to prestack or multicomponent data that would use the
hear-wave measurements, we think the documentation of the sensi-
ivity of shear wave to porosity is an important objective. Also, in
ifferent lithofacies impedance varies tremendously; the impedance
f thick-bedded chert �the main reservoir� is much less than that of
aminated chert and limestone �Figure 14�.

coustic impedance inversion
Seismic data were inverted to generate a 3D acoustic-impedance

olume. The impedance volume illuminates the distribution of po-

igure 10. Linear relationships between porosity and S-wave veloci-
y. Vsd, Vso, and Vsw are S-wave velocities of dry chert, oil-saturat-
d chert, and water-saturated chert, respectively. Vs�ss�w� is the em-
irical S-wave curve for water-saturated sandstone �Han et al.,
986�. Relationships: Vsd = −5.2041� + 3.7331, R2 = 0.9263;
sw = −5.769� + 3.7224, R2 = 0.9428; Vso = −5.55� + 3.7276,
2 = 0.9369; Vs � ss�w� = −4.91� + 3.52.

igure 11. Linear relationships between P- and S-wave velocities.
he Vp/Vs ratio varies with among fluids and with different satura-

ions of a fluid. Vsd, Vso, and Vsw are S-wave velocities of dry chert,
il-saturated chert, and water-saturated chert, respectively. Vpd
0.6927Vsd − 0.3019, R2 = 0.99; Vpw = 0.7204Vsw − 0.522,

2 = 0.9893; Vpo � 0.6881Vpo � 0.3037, R2 � 0.9908; Vp_ss�w�
0.7014Vs_ss�w� � 0.408 �Han et al., 1986�.
osity and lithology, laterally and vertically �Figures 15 and 16�. An
verlay of the original seismic data on the inversion results shows
hat the inversion helps illuminate a channel-like feature around well
Y” �Figure 17�. The first 12 months of cumulative production was
lotted, to correlate with impedance. All producing wells are in the
rea where impedances are low; in these areas porosities are high, as
ased on correlations derived in measurements of cores, fluid substi-
ution, and from log data. Of course, production varied within the
ow-impedance area, which implies heterogeneity due to other fac-
ors, such as fractures.

eismic attributes

Curvature of reflectors, coherence, and coherent-gradient vol-
mes highlight subtle lineaments that are not seen, or that are diffi-
ult to detect in conventional seismic sections and time slices. Cur-
ature is known to be correlated to fractures �Lisle, 1994; Hart et al.,
002; Melville et al., 2004�. Orientations of lineaments observed in
ime slices through the chert reservoir interval were analized statisti-

igure 12. Relationship between porosity and P-wave �acoustic� im-
edance. The linear curves indicate that inverted impedance can be
sed to predict porosity, or porosity can be used to predict imped-
nce. Zpd, Zpw, and Zpo are P-wave impedance of dry chert, water-
aturated chert, and oil-saturated chert, respectively. Zpd =
28.86� + 14.94, R2 = 0.9838; Zpw = −26.226� + 15.327, R2

0.9782; Zpo = −27.851� + 15.088, R2 = 0.9826.

igure 13. Relationship between porosity and S-wave impedance.
sd, Zsw, and Zso are S-wave impedance of dry chert, water-saturat-
d chert, and oil-saturated chert, respectively. Zsd = −19.12�
9.5428, R2 = 0.9676; Zso = −18.445� + 9.5672, R2 = 0.9644;

sw = −17.984� + 9.5853, R2 = 0.9619.
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B156 Fu et al.
ally, and a rose diagram was constructed for structural analysis
Figure 18�. Two sets of lineaments strike WNW and NNE. At least
wo large-offset, high-angle reverse faults are interpreted, on the
estern and eastern flanks of the anticline.Ahigh-angle reverse fault

s north of the University Waddell field. At least two stages of fault-
ng are believed to have occurred. Paths favorable for breakthrough
f water are oriented northeastward �personal communication,

igure 17. Comparison of original seismic data with results of inver-
ion. Black traces are original seismic data; colored data are the in-
erted volume. Inversion results in more detail in the layers. Blue
val highlights a channel-form feature, delineated by impedance
olume.

igure 18. Time slice through the reservoir, from a most-negative-
urvature volume generated from post-stack migrated seismic data.
zimuths of lineaments �yellow� are displayed in the rose diagram,

ccording to relative frequencies. Bubbles depict cumulative pro-
uction of each well, during first 12 months of production.
igure 14. Relationship between �a� rock types, dry and water-satu-
ated, and �b� P-wave impedance. CB, CL, and LM signify thick-
edded chert, laminated chert, and limestone. Clearly, the imped-
nce of thick-bedded chert is much less than that of laminated chert
r limestone.
igure 15. Average impedance beneath the BEG-C, a marker across
he top of the lower pay interval of chert reservoirs �see Figure 4�.
ontours are time structure of the BEG-C marker. Distribution of

ow impedance and high porosity is illustrated. Distribution of im-
igure 16. Cross-section AA� �see Figures 2 and 14� through the
eismic acoustic impedance volume. Cross-section shows evidence
f low-impedance chert below the BEG-C marker, and shows the
ackground Thirtyone Formation, which is high-impedance carbon-
te rock, dominantly limestone.
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Devonian chert in west Texas B157
chlumberger Oilfield Operating Services, 2003�; they seem to not
e related to zones of high porosity. If this northeastward trend is that
f the tension fractures, a left-lateral coupling stress regime can be
roposed as the fundamental mechanism, based on Sylvester’s
1988� Simple Shear Model �Figure 19�.

DISCUSSION

Because we compare velocities and impedance calculated from
ores, logs, and seismic data, we are concerned with scaling. Results
rom our laboratory measurements and calculation using Gas-
mann’s �1951� equation show evidence of good correlation with
og-derived data �Figure 20�. Furthermore, synthetic ties between
ogs and seismic are excellent. This fact validates the log-derived
ata, which formed the background geologic model for seismic-im-
edance inversion. Results of laboratory analyses show that chert of
eservoir quality can be discriminated from carbonate rocks by its

igure 19. Interpretation of lineaments. The diagram is modified
rom Sylvester’s �1988� structural model for fractures/faults, folds,
nd their relations under a certain stress regime. Coupling of region-
l stress can be decomposed into compressional stress �C� and exten-
ional stress �E�, which produce fractures/faults and folds.

igure 20. Relation of porosity and impedance, from core data and
og data.All dots are measurements from well-log data. Blue dots are
amples with porosity of less than 10%; red dots are samples with
orosity equal to or more than 10%. The blue line was derived from
ore samples, water-saturated, for comparison with the log-derived
orosity data.
ower density �higher porosity� and lower velocity, which result in
ignificantly lower impedance. Acoustic impedance works well in
elineating the primary lithofacies, due to clear contrast between po-
ous chert, tight, laminated chert, and limestone. However, results
rom fluid substitution using Gassmann’s �1951� equation indicate
hat because of the stiff rock frame, oil and water in chert have simi-
ar impedance values; therefore, to differentiate between the fluids in
hert is difficult. Thus the difference between oil and water can be
eglected in differentiation of porosity from impedance, by using
he relationship developed from the core measurements and fluid
ubstitution. Given that acoustic impedance provides a direct mea-
urement of porosity, various rock types can be classified, by refer-
nce to their impedance values. Seismic impedance volume delin-
ates the distribution of porous lithofacies; it differentiates between
hert lithofacies and between chert and carbonate rocks.

Seismic impedance illuminates the boundaries between strata and
rovides more geologic information than conventional seismic data.
owever, seismic impedance is altered where the reservoir is thinner

han one-fourth the wavelength �Russell, 1988�.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we share some of our initial work in using core,
etrophysical-log, and rock-physics data to calibrate impedance in-
ersion and seismic attributes for the characterization of interwell
istribution of porosity and fracture zones in an unconventional but
mportant reservoir rock — the Devonian cherts of the Central Basin
latform in west Texas. To our knowledge, this is the first published
easurement of chert rock properties. A simple but accurate linear

elationship is established between porosity and P-wave velocity
nd between porosity and P- and S-wave impedances.

Preliminary analysis shows evidence of qualitative correlation
etween curvature of reflectors and production of petroleum. How-
ver, at some localities in the University Waddell field where rocks
re fractured, the fractures do not contribute constructively to pro-
uction of oil and gas. Some highly productive wells are in areas
ith few pronounced lineaments or are in areas where strata show

vidence of low-negative or high-positive curvature. Cores from the
niversity Waddell field show that thick-bedded chert is fractured

ess than laminated chert and limestone are fractured. At the field
cale, pronounced fractures may penetrate to free water below the
il-water contact. We suspect that this may be the case at the Univer-
ity Waddell field. If so, then this hypothesis would explain why
ells that produce the most petroleum are on the crest and western
ank of the anticline — where fractures are comparatively small —
hereas wells that produce greater quantities of water are in areas
here lineaments are more evident.
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